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Mystified by Dutch oven cooking? Here's the key to guaranteed Dutch oven success! Full of tips,

tricks, and delicious recipes, this must-have guide to cooking with a Dutch oven promises to unlock

the secrets to a mouthwatering meal every time---whether you're a seasoned chef or a black pot

novice. Wow your family and friends with these tasty treats!
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When I opened this book to get started with my cast iron cooking, I was stunned at the great

information provided. Step by step on 'how to' and 'why'. This is a great way to learn the right way to

cook with cast iron cookware, and my oh my, what a marvelous way to cook your food. (Reminds

me of the pioneer days of how they cooked over the open hearth or the cowboys with their chuck

wagons). Truly a great book to have if you want to learn and understand what 'black pot' cooking is

and the appropriate way to cook it! Have fun!

If you have a duch oven and think you know all there is to know about it you need this book. it is

about the different ways to cook with a duch oven. it is about how to control the heat. it is about

prepairing your food and is loaded with rescipes that will make you the favored cook at home or at

camp. it takes you step buy step. I cherish this book and go back to it time and time. to my friends

and family that have black pots this is what I give on birthdays.

Small book w/ great balance of anecdotal info to specific breakdown (more specific details w/



enough anecdotes to make enjoyable). Excellent info.

Black Pot for Beginners, along with our new dutch oven, changed our camping habits forever. No

more subsisting on burgers and hot dogs. We prepared and enjoyed chicken pot pie, lasagna, and

pineapple upside down cake on our last camping trip. We can hardly wait for the next camping

season to try out more of the recipes. The tips for care and preparation are an essential part of the

book. Simply put and easy to follow, the instructions make use of the dutch oven a foolproof

adventure in dining.

My husband and I got this together since we do a lot of cooking with our cast iron skillet. And this

book gave us wonderful insight into the work of cooking with cast iron. He makes this book easy to

use, good beginner recipes, and just how to arrange your coals to get a even cooking temperature.

After we read it and tried it out I got it for my father and he seems to enjoy it too.

I am no longer a beginner, but I tend to take lengthy breaks. This the best basic book I have found.

It isn't too chatty like most of these books. It walks you through step by step. Although I would prefer

better sections so I could quickly turn to what I forgot, it is perfectly set up for a beginner.

If I were a camper, this book would be a great resource for learning campfire cooking.However, I

bought the book as a gift to teach simple stove top cooking techniques to a brand new cook using a

small Dutch oven.My college student kept the book & the Dutch oven but I'm not really sure if the

book will be a good resource for him.

Black Pot for Beginners is a winner because it is knowledgeable, informative, and helpful to novice

wannabe cooks like me. The author has an authoritative, readable, accessible writing style, giving

readers confidence that he really knows what he is writing about.
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